thing under a stone," must be referred to lurking vermin (cf. Soph., Fr. 37; Praxilla, Fr. 4 Bergk). One grammatical irregularity of the gold tablet may have been shared by the papyrus, for Trerpav is said to be a possible reading there. For full discussion of the language and the purpose of the gold tablet I must refer to the article mentioned above. The preceding paragraphs are based upon an interpretation of the lamella which I am willing to submit to the consideration of fellow students, although, since they were written, I have received letters expressing different views, which should be examined along with mine. They are concerned only with the text of the lamella, but in so far as they affect our judgment of it, they should be set over against the connection which I thought I discerned between it and the fifteenth line of the Philinna papyrus.
Nobody, of course, will imagine that my hypothetical interpretation of the tablet
Writing from Oxford on May 9, Professor Paul Maas remarks that if Wravro6 had been written where iraTOL stands on the tablet, " the two cola would be identicala kind of limping phalaecean, ------." I infer from this that he inclines to regard tratv as a mere blunder for rTavroL6 rather than for 7ravi. He finds Epirera puzzling and thinks that [p] atov eprErad, "crushing reptiles," may be preferable. To me the use of the participle in that position is a difficulty. ' A different line of approach is taken by Mr. Henri Seyrig, formerly Director of the Service of Antiquities in Syria, in a letter of June 28. Noting the discrepancies in the alphabet of the inscription (as Secchi published it), he says that we should expect to find on such an object the form CO " I should prefer the first reading, and suppose that the charm was taken from some liturgy of Aio6n and adapted to the personal beliefs of a follower of SarapisAion. Hence KvpLE Capavt."
Mr. Seyrig's suggestion is very ingenious and it agrees perfectly with the epigraphical characteristics of many magical amulets; consequently it may be approved by competent judges. I hesitate to accept it, chiefly because the word "all" is so commonly used in apotropaic formulas; thus we find bviXaaov acbro rTavTro KaKOV 
